Maytag® Top Control Dishwasher with PowerDry Options and Third Level Rack

Dimensions: h: 34 1/2” w: 23 7/8” d: 24 1/2”

START THE CONVERSATION

Where do you place unique kitchen utensils such as lids or grilling tongs in your dishwasher?

THIS MODEL OFFERS:

Power you can trust

TOP FEATURES

3RD LEVEL RACK WITH ADJUSTABLE TRAY

3rd Level Rack with Adjustable Tray increases total loading space.

LONG POWERDRY OPTION

Run the Long PowerDry option for better drying without rinse aid

POWERFUL MOTOR

This most powerful motor on the market(1) handles your dirtiest dishes without prerinsing.

DID YOU KNOW?

With the 3rd Level Rack, loading space is increased by 30% making space for unique utensils like lids or grilling tongs.(1)
DEMO

Take a lid, grilling tongs, or a full cup measuring cup and place them in the 3rd Level Rack to show the diversity of the rack. Adjust the trays to adjust the depth and capacity.

ALSO CONSIDER
MDB8989SHB

RECOMMENDED
PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers’ shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

MDB8989SHZ  MMV619OFZ  MER880OFW  MFT2772HEZ

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*

(1) Among leading brands. (1) Compared to Maytag® dishwashers without a third level rack.
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